Abstract. We present an analysis of new physics searches in Z h with missing energy final states at the Large Hadron Collider considering Z → l + l − (where l ± = e ± , µ ± ) and h → bb decay modes. For this analysis we consider production of a CP -odd scalar A through gluonfusion which decay into a heavy CP -even neutral scalar H with Z-boson. Further H decays into a lighter CP -even Higgs boson h in association with dark matter candidate χ -a source of missing energy. The masses of these scalars are considered as m h = 125 GeV, mχ = 60 GeV, 2m h < mH < 2mt and mA > 2mt. A data-driven method have been applied to reduce the considerable backgrounds from electroweak processes W + jets and Z+ jets, in addition with top-pair and single-top production. The di-jet mass distributions have been studied with sameand opposite-flavour lepton selections.
Introduction
In Ref. [1] , a compatibility study with Run-I Large Hadron Collider (LHC) data at the ATLAS and the CMS have been presented to explain the distortions in the Higgs-boson transverse momentum (p T ) distributions by introducing a heavy CP -even scalar H and a singlet neutral scalar χ in an effective theory. By proper symmetry requirement χ is considered as a stable dark matter candidate which signatures as a source of missing transverse energy (E T miss ) at the colliders. Further to these studies, in Refs. [2, 3] a proper two Higgs doublet model (2HDM) have been introduced with neutral scalar singlets S and χ where S is the Higgs-like scalar. In result the enhanced particle spectrum shall be two neutral CP -even scalars h, H with a CP -odd scalar A, charged scalar H ± , S and χ are present in the model. For the phenomenological implications the mass spectrum of the scalars in this model are suggested to be m h = 125 GeV (as the Standard Model (SM) Higgs), 2m
In this study we take an opportunity to analyse a suggested final states with sameand opposite-flavour leptons (either ee, µµ or eµ, µe) coming from Z-boson decay with jets (specifically with b-tagged jets through h decay) and missing energy which involved the intermediate production of A through gluon-fusion at the LHC and further decays A → ZH, H → hχχ. In section 2, we describe a data-driven method for new physics searches in brief following the analysis and preliminary results in section 3. We briefly summarise our work in section 4. 
Method Overview
The ATLAS and CMS at the LHC performs a broad range of searches for new physics beyond the SM (BSM) particle spectrum which involves a variety of final states involving jets, leptons, photons, and E T miss . Appropriate backgrounds will be in general determined with datadriven methods to perform these searches which needs to measure and control backgrounds from QCD etc. Other backgrounds from electroweak processes like W +jets, Z+jets, and tt are also important as QCD in many BSM searches where data-driven method use to suppress such backgrounds. This method includes particular signatures of final states like (a) selection of number of jets with minimum p T threshold, (b) determining tagging efficiencies of jets, (c) in leptonic searches, determining the flavours with same-or opposite-signs, (d) invariant mass distributions within a mass-window, (c) requiring large amount of E T miss etc. Different observables between final states, e.g. difference of azimuthal angle, pseudo rapidity etc distributions also make the method highly efficient to distinct signal over the backgrounds. Also for BSM searches a model dependent topology for a particular process within a kinematic phase space like low p T leptons and large number of jets are considered as inputs for data-driven method. In this study we use this method to extract the relevant backgrounds considering the di-jet invariant mass distributions and other criteria as discussed here.
Analysis and preliminary results
For all analyses, data samples are generated from MadGraph, further decay, showering and hadronisation performed through Pythia 8 and plots, cut-flows etc are performed in Rivet and ROOT framework.
The process and parameter choices for our studies are as follows:
We started our analysis by optimising the signal sample over relevant sources of backgrounds from W + jets, Z+ jets, di-bosons, top-pair and single-top samples, where the cross sections of these backgrounds are normalised with available yield samples at the ATLAS frameworks. Here all jets are reconstructed with anti-k T algorithm within ∆R = 0.4, where ∆R = (∆φ) 2 + (∆η) 2 is the jet separation radius with φ and η as the azimuthal angle and pseudo rapidity of jets. The three major selection criteria for optimisation are:
(1) Selection of same-and opposite-flavour leptons, After applying these selections over the samples, we tabulated the cut flows in terms of weighted events for each cut at √ s = 13 TeV with integrated luminosity of 3.32 fb −1 in Table 1 and 2. In Figures 1( 2) , we show normalised distributions of missing transverse momentum, invariant di-jet mass spectrum and jet multiplicities for two selection criteria (1) exactly one b-tagged jets and (2) at least two b-tagged jets under the same-(opposite-) flavour schemses. We draw a ratio distribution of invariant di-jet mass for exactly one and at least two b-tagged selection criteria for the same and opposite flavour leptons in Figure 3 and in result we see the difference between two schemes are negligible, which shows our data driven method suffice for the persuaded searches.
Summary
As stated, the objective is to compare flavour schemes for Z boson decay leptons, and employing a data driven method to predict the spectrum of the di-jet mass. To do this, cuts were enforced onto the weighted sample event numbers to suppress the background. After significant cuts, the number of background events were lowered substantially, to a point where the events for the same flavour and different flavour schemes were not only comparable -as seen in the cut flows, but also relatively close -as seen in the ratio plots shown. The suppression of the Z + jets events is observed on the distributions shown. Very few statistics were observed after the 2 b-tag cut, but the relative difference between the flavour schemes is notably lowered after at the b cuts. 
